LIFETIME SECURITY GUARANTEE

Secured by

Yale Lifetime Security Guarantee

Fitted with Yale door and window hardware, Stellar benefits from outstanding protection against
forced entry, as well as the Yale Lifetime Security Guarantee for an extra line of defence.
This fantastic guarantee entitles your customer to:
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Up to £1000
towards home
insurance
excess

Up to £1000
towards
repairs or
replacements

In the unlikely event of a
break-on, Yale will pay up
to £1000 towards your
customer’s home insurance
excess to make sure they’re
not left out of pocket.

Our products are always
designed to stand the
test of time. That’s why
if a Yale component fails
under attack, Yale will pay
up to £1000 for repairs or
replacements.

Customers also receive
Terms and conditions apply.

£1000
compensation
If a break-in is caused by a
failure of a Yale component,
Yale will do all they can to
make it right. That includes
paying £1000 compensation
to the homeowner to
apologise for the distress
caused.

10% off Yale security products at yalestore.co.uk

Up to £250
refund on
call-out fees
With the Yale Lifetime Security
Guarantee, your customer
is fully covered if the worst
should happen. Yale will even
refund call-out feed to secure
your customers home if a
break-in occurs due to a failure
of a Yale component.
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Stellar and Yale
a secure partnership

Stellar and Yale offer the ultimate combination for
maximum performance and peace of mind.
Excelling in solving the typical problems fabricators face with other
aluminium systems, Stellar provides increased efficiency and costeffectiveness, backed by Yale’s fantastic Lifetime Security Guarantee
and PAS 24 standard certification for added reassurance.

Stellar could save you 20% in fabrication time, reduce your stockholding and material inputs
and give you the edge on your competitors. Adding further quality to your offering, Yale is
acknowledged as the leading home security brand, with 98% brand recognition.
Strengthen your offering with a formidable package. Easy to install, no need for on-site scaffolding
and quick to glaze, Stellar is a great choice. Internally glazed for enhanced security, its unique reverse
butt joint eliminates the need for dummy sashes or adaptors. Up to 12% more glass thanks to its
ultra slim sightlines, Stellar delivers the bright, light look that today’s market wants. Secure,
low maintenance and more sustainable, Stellar can also reach WERs of Band A+ and has aesthetics
that suit both traditional and contemporary properties. Plus, it’s combined with Yale’s outstanding
reputation for excellence, so why choose anything else?
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The Stellar window range

Everything you need is included in the Stellar range. The system
is complete and has dedicated ancillary products so that
whatever your customer is looking for, you’ve got the answer.
The layout of windows – the number of fixed and opening panes, the simplicity of the lines
or the extra details that give character – everything is adaptable, and every component is
designed to work together.
There are two types of casement: a standard flush design with a stepped shape internally,
and a fully-flush option with flush lines inside and outside. Bay and bow windows are
no problem – all the assemblies needed, all the trims and all the cills are included
in the Stellar system. Where astragal bars are required, Stellar has them.
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The Stellar door range

It’s easy to achieve consistency in style with Stellar – every type
of door is possible with this advanced aluminium system.
Stellar has been developed to be reassuringly robust in an entrance door. It’s
light and graceful enough for a classic French door, and its ultra slim lines ensure
that both bifolding doors and lift and slide patio doors offer the best possible
glass to frame ratios.
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Stellar is versatile. Fanlights and sidelights can easily be incorporated in
doorsets. There are purpose-made midrails, a full range of cills and thresholds
and every element has been tested and proven to deliver excellent long-term
performance. Domestic or commercial, whatever your market, with Stellar,
there’s a door that’s easy to install and fits to perfection.

Assurance

Every part of the Stellar range has been developed with security
in mind.
From the earliest stages of draft design, there has been a commitment to producing a
highly accredited system, built to offer the reassuring long-term protection and security
consumers expect.
The robust nature of Stellar’s sections is a key component of this strategy. This system
is resistant to attack and meets the UK Police Secured by Design Scheme standards.
PAS24 standards are – of course – no problem for Stellar. The system conforms to the
highest standards throughout with every component selected to enhance security.
Stellar combines strength, resilience and the innovative reverse butt joint design to keep
homes safe and secure. It has also been designed to accommodate the latest highsecurity hardware, espagnolette locking systems, multipoint locks and shootbolts.

Secured by Design

Police preferred specification accredited
security product of the official UK
Police flagship initiative, supporting the
principles of ‘designing out crime’.

PAS
24

PAS 24

British Standards Institute accredited
security, weather proofing and service
life performance.

Discover star quality with...

Stafford Park 6, Telford TF3 3AT
0845 300 9356
talk@stellaraluminium.co.uk
www.stellaraluminium.co.uk

stellaraluminium.co.uk

Stellar Aluminium Systems is an aluminium profile system supplied to local independent manufacturers and installers who contract
to install windows and doors. Stellar Aluminium cannot be held accountable for manufacture or installation by independent
companies. All information in this publication is provided for guidance only and is given in good faith. As it is company policy to
continually improve products, methods and materials, changes of specification may be made from time to time without prior notice.
This statement does not affect your statutory rights. © Stellar Aluminium Systems. Part of the Epwin Group Plc. STE16592

